Lake
From around another turn a large lake with crystal clear water,
surrounded by high mountains suddenly appeared before Kevin’s
eyes. The landscape was just unbelievable.
Kevin parked his «Ford Explorer» on the side of the road, right
after the «Jeep Patriot», which has been already there, walked out of
the car, went up to the lake and sat on a polished to a gloss tree
trunk with a peeled bark.
A few meters away from the beach those, who apparently had
arrived on the “Jeep Patriot”, were swimming in the lake – a young
gentleman and a lady. At rst, Kevin just saw their heads above the
water, but, when the girl dived in, flashing her untanned seducing
forms of a feminine body, he understood, that she de netly had no
clothes on. Logically, the clothes had to be absent on the guy as
well.
“Maybe, I accidentally drove through some time and space portal
and got into an earthly paradise, where former Adam and Eve had
been still walking around?” – Kevin jokingly thought to himself,
making a plan of actions in case when the rst people on Earth will
nally step out of the water.
In the meantime, the sun was getting hotter and hotter, and Kevin
wanted to dive into a cold lake’s blue too. “Hm, but how will I do it?”
– he thought. Of course, he could put on his swimming trunks, but
out of solidarity with those, who arrived here earlier, it would be
better to take all of his clothes off. On the other hand, maybe, they
are swimming in such a manner, because nobody was here earlier.
Then, at rst, Kevin just took his shirt off and, carefully folding it,
found a place for it on the trunk.
“Oh, come on, after all, I’m not losing my virginity here!” – he
nally dared, pulled his jeans down with the underwear and, raising

his legs high, jumped in the water with a wild splash.
The couple, who were still busy exclusively with each other,
gawped at him with a surprise and started laughing. Then
continued to hug and kiss, sending his way interested looks from
time to time.
Kevin, trying to not pay any attention, went swimming with
mighty dashes to the middle of the lake.
When he nally returned to the beach, the couple had already
settled down on a smooth rock not far from him and were tanning
face down. Looking around the slim gure of a young girl, Kevin
went to the trunk, where his clothes were, and turned to the sun.
Having dried and warmed up a bit, he took out a pack of “Marlboro”
cigarettes and a “Zippo” lighter out of the pocket of his jeans, lit one
up and made a deep puff.
Kevin has almost lost any interest in the amazing landscape
around the lake, since all of his attention was drawn to the plump
white buttocks and slender tanned legs of the girl. It seemed like he
could look at that kind of a landscape forever.
Finished smoking, Kevin looked for a place, where he could throw
out the cigarette, and, not nding any decent variant, went to the
car, where he had an ashtray. Afterwards he opened the car trunk,
took out a big towel with tropical patterns and a “Hawaii” writing on
it, went back to the oh-so-loved tree trunk, laid the towel on a hot
rock with the writing facing upwards, and lay supine to get some
tan, too.
Under the gentle sunlight he closed his eyes and, being tired
from the earlier swim to the middle of the lake, probably, fell asleep,
since when he opened his eyes, he noticed two more girls near the
couple. One of them, with the re-red hair, had got rid off her clothes
as well, revealing to the wind and sun, as well as to the looks of
those being present, perfect, chocolate tanned gure with high
breasts, on which plump nipples were clearly visible, and the other,
blonde, was wearing a light t-shirt and shorts faded from the sun.

